Odyssey Transitions Moodle Services to Moodle Partner knowplace Family of Sites
August 20, 2010
Odyssey Learning Systems Inc. is pleased to announce that effective September 1, 2010
its K12 Moodle hosting and support services will be moved to the knowplace Family of
Sites, an official Moodle Partner (http://moodle.com/partners/). The transition will
ensure continued quality services for Odyssey clients and customers within the broader
mandate and mission of the Moodle partnership program.
“The move to consolidate Odyssey’s K12 Moodle services with a Moodle Partner is
important to the Odyssey team as it ensures continued quality service for customers
and brings them the full Moodle network, experience, and expertise”, said Tanya
Northcott, Odyssey President & CEO. Frances Long of knowplace welcomed the move,
“We at knowplace are pleased to take on responsibility for supporting and servicing
Odyssey’s K12 clients and customers. We are extremely pleased to have Odyssey’s full
support team join us in ensuring all commitments made by Odyssey are met and to
enrich knowplace Moodle support and training services.”
BC Learning Network (BCLN) leaders have been informed of the change, and approve.
“We are delighted to be supported through the knowplace Family of Sites and welcome
the transition to service with a Moodle Partner”, Bruce Weitzel, spokesperson for BCLN
stated. Brent Sawatzky, BCLN Coordinator noted, “We are particularly pleased that the
support team remains intact, and that knowplace is honouring all commitments made
by Odyssey. Members will see little change other than a new support email address,
along with the additional strengths and services that an official Moodle Partner brings.”
Customers will see no changes to hosting services, as knowplace will seamlessly take
over existing hosted sites and servers with Odyssey’s team of support professionals. All
previous agreements and commitments made by Odyssey will be honoured as will all
purchased support and hosting services. All new service and hosting agreements will be
directly through knowplace, and existing agreements will be managed by knowplace at
no additional cost. Customers will have the same services plus access to a broader
knowledge base and network for their Moodle services.
Customers will be contacted by knowplace to answer any questions they may have
about the shift in service provision. For more information, please contact
knowoffice@knowplace.ca or Tanya Northcott at tnorthcott@odysseylearn.com

About knowplace Family of Sites
knowplace has provided e-learning services since 2001, Moodle services since 2003,
became an official Moodle Partner in 2009, and throughout this time earned a solid
reputation nationally and internationally as a Moodle training company. The knowplace
team have been active supporters of educators in BC and Canada through its
sponsorship of professional learning events such as the 2010 spring conference,
knowWEEKS courses, Canada Moodle Moot conferences, and other online events.
knowplace’s network of clients in the K12, post-secondary, and not-for-profit sectors
brings a large body of expertise to the knowplace group.
Odyssey’s and knowplace’s relationship dates back over 30 years when the two principal
leaders, Frances Long and Tanya Northcott first met, and includes the two fostering the
BC Pathfinder Users Group and BC4, as well as their shared leadership in creating
eLearningBC and the Lions Gate Learning Alliance.
Contact: Frances Long
flong@knowplace.ca
http://open2know.com
About Odyssey
Vancouver-based Odyssey Learning Systems is an e-learning company specializing in the
integration of technologies, content and services to serve the learning needs of people
and organizations involved in online education in the public, non-profit and corporate
sectors.
Contact: Tanya Northcott, President & CEO
tnorthcott@odysseylearn.com
http://odysseylearn.com

